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you burn discs in high
speeds, even with old
hardware. it supports

the latest dvd and blu-
ray technologies. you

can also use nero
burning rom to create

iso images of your
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favorite dvd and blu-ray
discs. with nero burning

rom 2016, you can
easily create your
favorite disc. it has

been designed to give
you complete control
over the disc-burning

process, and to enable
you to customize the
disc according to your

needs.burning discs can
be made quickly with
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nero burning rom,
whether you want to
burn a disc for your

home or for business.
with the help of an

intuitive interface, you
can burn your music,

photos, and videos with
ease. it is easy to create

a disk in nero burning
rom. it enables you to
drag and drop files to

the program and create
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a disc that fits your
needs. once you have
created the disc, you
can copy it to your

computer and then use
it. nero burning rom
2016 is a powerful

application designed to
provide a

comprehensive and
user-friendly solution for

creating disc files. it
gives you complete
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control of the burning
process, enabling you to
select the type of disc,
the disc size, the disc

format, and much more.
you can also customize
the disc with the help of

the built-in features.
nero burning rom is

ideal for creating music
cds, dvds, and more.

you can create any kind
of disc, including audio
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cds, as well as video
dvds and blu-ray discs.
each of the discs can be

customized, with an
average quality of up to

32x. the main
advantage of nero

burning rom is that it
enables you to make a
cd that fits your needs.

you can burn a dvd to fit
the film, or burn a cd to

fit the device.
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